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Outline

1. Contextual data is critical for genomic surveillance.

2. Challenges of sharing/using contextual data.

3. Ontologies and data standards as solutions.
• Tools, implementations

4. Importance of contextual data in COVID-19 response
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Microbial genomic sequences can used as a 
molecular fingerprint to trace the source of 

infectious disease. 

=

• Public health/food safety agencies 
exchange information about these 
fingerprints

(Dramatic representation from the movie Outbreak)
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Contextual data

Methods

Lab results

Sample metadata

Clinical/Epi data

Sequence data Contextual data (metadata) used for surveillance 
and outbreak investigations: 

•characterize lineages, sequence types, clusters
•identify variants with clinical significance
•correlate genomics trends with outcomes, risk 
factors

•Monitoring and quality control
•Comparing results between laboratories
•Generating hypotheses about sources of 
contamination etc

•inform decision making for public health 
responses and monitor effects of interventions

Contextual data is critical for interpreting the sequence data.
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Challenges in public health/food safety data sharing

Lack of a mechanism for data sharing 
between partners (technical, governance)

Security/privacy

Control over data (attribution, IP, politics)

Semantic interoperability

Manual curation
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A comprehensive and distributed platform for 
pathogen genomics analyses and data management

 Project and
 Sample ManagementIRIDA

Sequencing 
Instruments

Data 
Management

Web 
Interface

Built-in 
Analytical 

Tools

External 
Galaxy

Command-lin
e Tools

Cloud enabled 
Version 
Coming!

Simple User Interface

Easy, automated transfer 
of data from various 
sequencing platforms
(GitHub: SeqUDAS & 
IRIDA Uploader)

Expanding Analytical Workflows 
with plug-in architecture

(Assembly, annotation, 
SNP, MLST, AMR, 
serotyping, and more.)

Reproducible and 
versioned workflows
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Project X

Project Y

Project Z

Decentralized Architecture:
Allow flexible Data sharing 

• Goal: fine grained access controls – assign permissions to 
standardized fields

• users specify fields of contextual data to share

www.irida.ca
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ID   SampleType  Commodity  Farm  Geo VEpi 

 

ID   SampleType  Epi Associations  Case#  Geo 

 

Instance A Instance B

__________  

ID    SampleType  Geo   Commodity  Farm   VEpi   Epi Associations  Case#   

 

Both sites 
can access

Site A 
access only

Site B 
access only

Shared Data Between Instances
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Source 

Source 

SPECIMENSOURCE_1

host_tissue_sampled
Isolation

…so, you can’t just combine fields of data.

A field by any other name does NOT smell as sweet…

Differences in labels,
Same meaning

Same label,
Different meaning

Computer doesn’t recognize these 
as the same thing

Computer doesn’t recognize these 
as different

Harmonizing fields of data is challenging. 

The labs mean 
“sample type”

The lab means 
“submitting lab”
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Data clean up takes time. 
Ultimately impacts time to response.

Harmonizing data values is challenging.  

Free text = 

Arugala
Arugila
Arrugula

Errors

Frz chk brst

Short hand

Date:
2021-04-26
April 26, 2021
26-Apr-2021

FormatsSemantic ambiguity

Inconsistently 
collected

Swab
Swab of walls inside egg incubator #123

Granularity
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Variability impacts how you understand/use data.
Variability in data structures between projects, labs and databases due to:
• Different fields
• Different terms
• Different meanings
• Different granularity of information
• Different information types collected

Contextual data standards 
improve data harmonization 
and integration.
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Data standards: Solutions for standardizing contextual data
Minimum Information Checklists:
• Prescribed fields to describe something (in a particular context)
• created by authoritative source (Genomics Standards Consortium)
• core fields common between checklists (e.g. collected by, collection date)
• specific packages (e.g. air, human gut)
• commonly used by international sequence repositories

e.g.     MIxS (Min Info About and Seq)

• Field Label
• Definition
• Data type & Syntax
• Examples of use
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Lager beer (BeerO:1234)

has_ingredient
has_quality
produced_by

Ontologies aim to represent truth. Is this universal?
Ontology, A Way of Structuring Information

● Controlled (standardized) vocabulary
● Hierarchy (granularity)
● Logic
● Definitions and unique IDs (disambiguation)

e.g. Lager beer (BeerO:1234)

A type of beer that uses a process of cool fermentation, 
followed by maturation in cold storage.

● Synonyms (facilitates mapping)
e.g. Food Ontology mapping to SIREN food database
Chickpea (whole): FOODON_03306811 broad_synonym CHICK PEA, RAW (F6118)
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How you build an ontology affects how you can use it.

Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology Foundry 
e.g. Gene Ontology (GO) http://www.obofoundry.org/

Interoperability depends on:
• common architecture 

Basic Formal Ontology: how to group things into 
classes e.g. things, processes, qualities
Relation Ontology: prescribed relations e.g. is_a, 
adheres_in, part_of, has_role

• different ontologies, reuse of terms 
• oversight (centralized)
• open source

ID:meaning
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Food Safety & 
Public Health 

Data

OBO Foundry library (>150 ontologies)
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What can data standards do for genomics data?

1. Data is more interpretable by humans and 
computers 

2. Future-proof contextual data

3. Harmonize and integrate data across 
labs/databases (interoperability)

4. Tools
16



• >28K terms for food 
products, feed, sources and 
processes

• interoperable architecture
• characterizes products by 

facets 
• enables mapping between 

international food schemes 
(e.g. EFSA’s FoodEx2)

• FoodOn consortia 

www.foodon.org   https://github.com/FoodOntology/foodon 17

Ontologies: The Food Ontology (FoodOn)

Dooley, Griffiths et al (2018), Nature: Science of Food
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http://www.foodon.org/


Ontologies: Genomic Epidemiology Ontology (GenEpiO)
Aim: integrating genomics, lab, clinical and epidemiological data critical 

for WGS-based microbial pathogen investigations

www.genepio.orgGriffiths et al (2017), Frontiers in Microbiology

Environments Assays, Methods, 
Devices

Information 
Entities

Anatomy & Body 
Products

Taxonomy

• >5200 terms for describing samples, contexts, instruments, analyses

Genomics
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Implementation: Tracking foodborne pathogens 
in real-time around the world.

https://www.fda.gov/food/foodscienceresearch/wholegenomesequencingprogramwgs/ucm363134.htm

Contains >630k genomes

Free text descriptions of 
food sources

• Global network
• WGS-based surveillance 

and source tracking of 
foodborne pathogens

• brokered by FDA, db 
housed by NCBI

“Tinder for genomics data”
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Food descriptions vary depending on culture, geographic regions, 
institutional conventions, how the descriptions are being used.

Cookie

Scone
“Biscuit”

(What does this mean? 
Depends who you are talking 

to…)

Chick pea
Chickpea
Garbanzo bean
Cicer arietinum

(What are these called? 
Depends who you are talking to…) 
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https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/index

Tools: Explore terms in ontologies using look-up services 
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Hamburger Patty (frozen)

FOODON:03309571

Beef
(IFSAC+)

Frz 
hamburger 
pattie

Data processing, 
mapping to ontologies

Map to 3rd party 
classification scheme

Free text Ontologized 3rd Party Scheme

Tools:                        Automating standardization and classification

https://github.com/Public-Health-Bioinformatics/LexMapr 22



processing time: minutes

https://anaconda.org/bioconda/lexmapr 23



GenomeTrakr is implementing FoodOn and LexMapr as 
part of its metadata curation system.

Standardizing free text 
descriptions of sample 
sources

More easily queried
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Contextual Data Fields
Sample Collection Lab Contact Information
Geographic Location of Sample Collection
Collection Date
Sample Type
Food Product
Food Processing
Environmental Material
Environmental Location
Collection Device
Collection Method
Microbiology Lab Contact Information
Organism
Strain
Isolate
Serotype
Isolation Media
Isolate Passage History

Standards: ISO
Microbiology of the Food Chain — Whole genome sequencing for 
typing and genomic characterization of foodborne bacteria — General 
requirements and guidance

ISO standard provides tables 
and annexes to describe… 

1. Information about the sample
2. Information about the isolate
3. Information about the sequence

Fields and terms sourced and adapted from: 
• Agency documentation
• Public repository submission forms
• Domain expert consultations
• Existing standards and ontologies

ISO slim (package of fields and terms) available:
 https://github.com/GenEpiO/iso2017
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• Interagency (PHAC, CFIA, AAFC, EC, HC etc)

• Use genomics tools and harmonized 
contextual data to understand foodborne 
AMR in Canadian food supply

• use ontologies/standards to 
prepare/integrate contextual data for 
surveillance and risk assessment

• automate transformations, classification

https://info.grdi-amr.com/en/latest/

Implementation: Canada’s One Health Antimicrobial Resistance Genomics 
Research and Development Initiative (GRDI)
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1. Food sample:
 Frozen skinless, boneless chicken 
breasts from Greg’s Groceries

GRDI Standard Field Ontology Term
Food Product chicken breast (skinless, 

boneless)
Food Processing preserved by freezing
Environmental Location grocery store

2. Animal clinical sample: 
Liver from cow imported from 
country X with suspected 
listeriosis, sampled in Canada

GRDI Standard Field Ontology Term
geo_loc name (country) Canada
host_origin geo_loc_name 
(country)

Country X

Host (scientific name) Bos taurus
Host disease listeriosis
Anatomical material liver

3. Environmental sample: 
Swab of a contact surface in 
abattoir

GRDI Standard Field Ontology Term
Environmental Location contact surface; Abattoir
Collection Device swab

Structuring information using the ISO standard, FoodOn & GenEpiO

• Label trees, machine learning & inferencing, feed into downstream analytical tools
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Data stewardship: oversight and practices to ensure data 
is accessible, usable, safe, trusted.

Privacy protection (sharing): 
• Public trust essential, loss of trust has consequences (protection, transparency)
• De-identified data (no names/addresses)
• Be careful of 1) geographical granularity, 2) small case numbers in defined 

geo_loc/time, 3) combinations of fields
• Track identifiers (chain of custody), but personal health IDs may be considered 

PHII
• Consult privacy officer (jurisdictional policies)

Security & Quality:
• Provenance, methods (rich details) 🡪 attribution, auditability, reproducibility 

(track methods), accountability 
• Contextual data may require storage with higher security than seq data
• Errors corrected, update as required
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29

The COVID-19 Pandemic
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Genomics has been a hero of the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Tracking transmission and outbreaks locally and globally, identifying variants, used 
for developing clinical tests and vaccines, understanding viral origins and evolution 30



• cross-Canada (10 provs, 3 
territories), inter-agency 
sequencing initiative

• 150K viral genomes, 10K 
matched human genomes

• public health surveillance &
     genomic determinants 
     contributing to outcomes, 
     and risk

https://www.genomecanada.ca/en/cancogen

The Canadian COVID-19 Genomics Network
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In public health emergencies, you need to get the right 
information to to the right people quickly.

• Data comes from different 
sources (epi vs clinical vs lab)

• Data needs to be shared within 
organizations, with trusted 
partners, with public 
repositories, with international 
agencies 

• Structure metadata consistently 
across data management 
systems
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NCBINational 
database
(IRIDA)

DataHarmoni
zer

GISAID

Data Flow for SARS-CoV-2 Viral Genome 
Contextual Data

Collect

Standardize

Integrate Disseminate

CNPHI: 
Collaboration 
Centre 

Upload

Routine and 
analysis-specific 
curation

VirusSeq Data 
Portal
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Harmonize

Public health 
analyses



SARS-CoV-2 Domain Content
• Repository accession numbers and identifiers
• Sample collection and processing  
• Host information
• Host exposure information
• Host reinfection information
• Host vaccination information
• Sequencing methods
• Bioinformatics and quality control metrics
• Lineage and variant information
• Pathogen diagnostic testing details 
• Provenance and attribution

The CanCOGeN SARS-CoV-2 Contextual Data Standard 
Data Sources
• Case report forms
• Public repository requirements
• Existing metadata standards 
• Literature 

Mapping to Standards
• MIxS  5.0
• MIGS Virus, Host-Associated
• Project/Sample Application 

Standard
• WHO/ISARIC case collection 

form
• OBO Foundry Ontologies

Developed by the CanCOGeN Metadata Harmonization Team 34



• Tool for data entry and validation developed for CanCOGeN
• Spreadsheet-style text editor application
• Picklists, data structure, validation, export
• Guidance, curation SOP, training

Repurposed for foodborne 
pathogens and National 
Microbiome Data Collective

Save
Open existing file
Export to chosen format

View all fields
View required fields
Move to desired field

Validate
(check for errors 
or missing info)

Double click on 
field labels for 
guidance on how 
to fill them

Find the fields you need, learn what to put in them, fill the ones that apply to your sample, check the info is right

Learn your 
way around 
the system

Tools: The DataHarmonizer enables data entry, validation, transformation
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https://github.com/Public-Health-Bioinformatics/DataHarmonizer/wiki/PHA4GE-SARS-CoV-2-Template

• Enter data once, export in different submission formats i.e. GISAID and NCBI 
(BioSample, SRA, GenBank)

Tools: The DataHarmonizer enables data entry, validation, transformation
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https://www.pha4ge.org     | @pha4gehttps://www.github.com/pha4ge      |

Data Structures  |   Bioinformatic Pipelines and Visualizations  |  Infrastructure
Public Repositories  |  Reference, QC and Validation  |  Workforce Development

Data Sharing and Ethics | Users and Applications

• Promoting implementation of data standards in public health settings, 
capacity building

• Goal: Improved PH response and surveillance
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https://www.pha4ge.org/
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• Standardized 
collection template 
(colour-coded, 
yellow=required, 
purple=recommended, 
white=optional)

• Pick lists: standardized 
terms

• Structured formats e.g. 
for dates

• JSON schema

Template and standard terminology
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• Reference guide: field labels, 
definitions, guidance, expected values

• SOP: how to curate contextual data

Guidance documentation
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https://www.protocols.io/workspaces/pha4ge

• 8 public repository 
submission protocols 
(GISAID, NCBI, 
EMBL-EBI) on 
Protocols.io

• PHA4GE-adapted 
submission forms

• instructional videos

Protocols to mobilize harmonized data

• Different repositories have different fields, but PHA4GE helps standardize what goes 
into those fields.
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Data standard implementation and 
expert engagement/feedback is crucial.
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https://soundcloud.com/microbinfie/26-sars-cov-2-metadata#t=0:00

Communicating about standards is part 
of putting them into practice.
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Summary: strengthening the contextual data ecosystem 
increases the value and usability of data

Data 
Standards

Implementation, 
Curation & User 

engagement

 Software & 
Tools

• GenomeTrakr
• GRDI
• CanCOGeN

• SARS-CoV-2 specification
• ISO – WGS for food 
• MIxS
• FoodOn, GenEpiO

• LexMapr
• The DataHarmonizer
• Term look-up services

• Joint Food Ontology Consortium
• FoodOn Curators Group
• GenEpiO Consortium
• PHA4GE
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Thank you!

Centre for Infectious Disease Genomics and One Health - CIDGOH

ega12@sfu.ca
@griffiemmahttps://github.com/cidgoh/
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